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Abstract

This study,¹ dedicated to professor Arnold Kerr of the University of Delaware, is based on the premise (recently validated by Dempsey's in-situ tests) that large-scale failure of sea ice is governed by cohesive fracture mechanics. The paper presents simplified analytical solutions for (1) the load capacity of floating ice plate subjected to vertical load and (2) the horizontal force exerted by an ice plate moving against a fixed structure. The solutions clarify the fracture mechanism and agree with the previous numerical simulations based on cohesive fracture mechanics. They confirm the presence of a strong deterministic size effect. For the case of vertical load, the size effect approximately follows the size effect law proposed in 1984 by Bažant. In the case of an ice plate moving against a fixed obstacle, radial cleavage of the ice plate in the direction opposite to ice movement causes a size effect of structure diameter which follows linear elastic fracture mechanics for small enough diameters but becomes progressively weaker as the diameter increases. The present solutions contradict the earlier solutions based on material strength or plasticity theories, which exhibit no size effect.

Introduction

Based on the classical studies of Kerr (1975) and many others (see Kerr, 1996, for a review), the failure of sea ice has until recently been analyzed exclusively according to the material strength criteria, in the form of either plasticity or elasticity with a strength limit. Recently, however, it transpired that this classical approach, which is known to agree with small-size field tests and normal laboratory experiments, is adequate only for small-scale failure, but not for large-scale failure (e.g., failure of a floating ice sheet more than about 0.5 m thick). The reason is that the classical approach exhibits no size effect on the nominal strength of structure.

Until recently, whenever a size effect was observed in tests, it was explained by Weibull theory of strength randomness. However, such an explanation of size effect is dubious because the maximum load in ice failure is usually not reached at the initiation of fracture but only after large stable crack growth (e.g., Bažant and Planas, 1998; Bažant, 1997a; Bažant and Chen, 1997; Bažant, 2002a; Bažant, 2004; RILEM, 2004). Rather, the explanation must be sought in quasibrittle fracture mechanics. Recently, fractality of fracture surfaces or microcrack distributions was suggested as a source of structural size effects, but this idea also does not pass rigorous scrutiny (Bažant, 1997b; Bažant and Yavari, 2004).

Various recent experiments (Dempsey, 1991; DeFranco and Dempsey, 1994; DeFranco, Wei, and Dempsey, 1991), especially Dempsey's in-situ tests of record-size specimens (Dempsey et al., 1999a,b; Mulmule et al., 1995; Dempsey et al., 1995), indicate that sea ice does follow

¹ A major part of this paper is reproduced from the paper Bažant (2001), and a smaller from Bažant (2000). Thanks are due to the editors of these works for their permission.
fracture mechanics and on scales larger than about 10 m is very well described by linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). Consequently, the size effects of fracture mechanics (Bažant and Planas, 1998; Bažant and Chen, 1997; Bažant, 2001) must get manifested in all the failures in which large cracks grow stably prior to reaching the maximum load. This includes two fundamental problems: (1) vertical load capacity of floating ice plate (penetration fracture), and (2) the maximum horizontal force exerted on a fixed structure by a moving ice plate. The former has been analyzed by fracture mechanics at various levels of sophistication in several recent studies; see Bažant and Li (1994), Li and Bažant (1994), Dempsey et al. (1995), Bažant and Kim (1998), of which the last presents rather realistic numerical simulation confirming a strong deterministic size effect. Acoustic observations also suggest a size effect (Li and Bažant, 1998).

Quasibrittle fracture analysis of another problem, namely the large-scale thermal bending fracture of floating ice (Bažant, 1992), also indicated strong size effect, following, however, a different law. So did the analysis of ice plate failure subjected to a vertical line load (Bažant, 2001b; Bažant and Guo, 2002). The line load problem is very instructive because an accurate solution can be obtained from one-dimensional differential equation for a beam on elastic foundation and can be cast in terms of explicit formulas. These two problems, however, are beyond the scope of this paper.

The purpose of this article is to summarize the recent numerical studies of size effect at Northwestern University and briefly outline a simplified fracture analysis of size effect which is based on the technique of asymptotic matching, an approach that leads to explicit formulae. The present brief exposition (based on a workshop in Fairbanks, Bažant, 2000), is extended in much more detail in a separate journal by Bažant (2002), which also includes detailed discussions of previous ice fracture and scaling studies (Ashton, 1986; Atkins, 1975; Dempsey et al., 1995, 1999a; Goldstein and Osipenko, 1993; Palmer, 1983; Ponter, 1983; Slepyan, 1990; etc.).

Review of Numerical Analysis of Vertical Penetration

Bažant and Kim (1998) conducted a detailed numerical analysis of vertical load penetration, for which the typical fracture pattern is shown in Fig. 1a. The radial cracks at maximum load penetrate through only a part of ice thickness (Dempsey et al., 1995; Bažant and Li, 1995); Fig. 1b,c. The radius of each crack is divided by nodes into vertical strips in each of which the crack growth obeys Rice and Levy's (1972) nonlinear "line-spring" model relating the normal force $N$ and bending moment $M$ in the cracked cross section to the relative displacement $\Delta$ and rotation $\theta$ (Fig. 1b). The following ice characteristics have been assumed: tensile strength $f_t = 0.2$ MPa, fracture toughness $K_c = 0.1$ MPa $\sqrt{m}$, Poisson ratio $\nu = 0.29$, and Young's modulus $E = 1.0$. 
Fig. 1. Vertical penetration fracture problem analyzed by Bažant and Kim (1998), main numerical results, and comparison with field tests of Frankenstein (1963, 1966) and Lichtenberger (1974).
GPa, with the corresponding values: fracture energy \( G_f = K_c^2 / E = 10 \text{ J/m}^2 \), and Irwin's fracture characteristic length \( l_0 = \left( K_c / f' \right)^2 = 0.25 \text{ m} \).

The analysis is based on a simplified version of the cohesive crack model in which the vertical crack growth in each vertical strip is initiated according to a strength criterion. The cross section behavior is considered to be elastic-plastic until the yield envelope in the \((N,M)\) plane is crossed by the point \((N,M)\) corresponding to fracture mechanics. For ease of calculations, a non-associated plastic flow rule corresponding to the vector \((d\Delta, d\theta)\) based on fracture mechanics is assumed. To suppress moment singularity under concentrated load \( P \), the load is replaced by a distributed load along a small circle centered at the load point.

Fig. 1e displays, with a strongly exaggerated vertical scale, the calculated crack profiles at subsequent loading stages. Fig. 1f shows the numerically calculated plot of the radial crack length \( a \) versus the ice thickness \( h \) ("fracture length" means the radial length of open crack, and "plastic length" the crack length up to the tip of plastic zone). This plot reveals that, except for very thin ice, the radial crack length

\[
a = c_h h
\]

where \( c_h = 24 \).

The size effect is understood as the dependence of the nominal strength \( \sigma_N \) on the structure size, which is here represented by the ice thickness, \( h \). For the vertical penetration problem, we define

\[
\sigma_N = P / h^2
\]

where \( P \) = load. The data points in Fig. 1g show, in logarithmic scales, the numerically obtained size effect plot of the normalized \( \sigma_N \) versus the relative ice thickness. The initial horizontal portion, for which there is no size effect, corresponds to ice thinner than about 20 cm.

Since the model of Bažant and Kim includes plasticity, it can reproduce the classical solutions with no size effect. The ice thickness at the onset of size effect depends on the ratio of ice thickness to the fracture characteristic length, \( h/l_0 \). For realistic ice thicknesses \( h \) ranging from 0.1 m to 6 m, the computer program would yield perfectly plastic response with no size effect if the fracture characteristic length \( l_0 \) were at least 100x larger, i.e., at least 25 m. This would, for instance, happen if either were at least 10x smaller \( (f' \leq 0.01 \text{ MPa}) \) or \( K_c \) at least 10x larger \( (K_c \approx 10 \text{ MPa} \sqrt{m}) \). The entire diagram in Fig. 1g would then be horizontal.\(^2\)

\(^2\) Larger values of \( l_0 \) are of course possible in view of statistical scatter, but nothing like 100x larger. For example, by fitting Dempsey et al.'s (2000b) size effect data from in-situ tests at Resolute, one gets \( K_c \approx 2.1 \text{ MPa} \sqrt{m} \), and with \( f' \approx 2 \text{ MPa} \) one has the fracture characteristic length \( l_0 = (K_c / f')^2 = 1 \text{ m} \). But this larger value would not make much difference in the size effect plot in Fig. 1g. The reason that these values were not used in the plot in Fig. 1g was that they correspond to long-distance horizontal propagation of fracture, rather than vertical growth of fracture.
The curve in Fig. 1g is the optimum fit of the numerically calculated data points by the generalized size effect law proposed in Bažant (1985). The final asymptote has slope $-1/2$, which means that the asymptotic size effect is $\sigma_N \propto h^{-1/2}$, the same as for LEFM with similar cracks, and not $h^{-3/8}$ as proposed by Slepyan (1990) and by Bažant and Li (1994). The $-3/8$ power scaling would have to apply if the radial cracks at maximum load were full-through bending cracks. The $-1/2$ power scaling may be explained by the fact that during failure the bending cracks are not full-through and propagate mainly vertically, which is supported by the calculated crack profiles in Fig. 1e (for thermal bending fracture, though, exponent $-3/8$ is valid; Bažant, 1992).

By fitting of the size effect data in Fig. 1g, the following generalized size effect law (Bažant, 1985; Bažant and Planas, 1998) has been calibrated (see the curve in Fig. 1g):

$$P_{\text{max}} = \sigma_N h^2, \quad \sigma_N = B f_r \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{h}{\lambda_0} \right)^r \right]^{-1/2r}$$

(3)

where $B = 1.214$, $\lambda_0 = 2.55$, $m = 1/2$, $r = 1.55$ and $l_0 = 0.25$ m ($f_r = 0.2$ MPa in Fig. 1g). The test data available for checking this formula are very limited. The data points in Fig. 1h represent the results of the field tests by Frankenstein (1963, 1966) and Lichtenberger (1974), and the curves show the optimum fits with the size effect formula verified by numerical calculations. After optimizing the size effect law parameters by fitting the data in the three plots in Fig. 1h, the data and the optimum fit are combined in the dimensionless plot in Fig. 1i.

Interesting discussions of Bažant and Kim's (1998) study were published by Dempsey (2000) and Sodhi (2000) and rebutted by the authors. Sodhi criticized the neglect of creep in Bažant and Kim's analysis. Intuition suggests that the influence of creep might be like that of plasticity, which tends to increase the process zone size, thereby making the response less brittle and the size effect weaker. But the influences of creep and plasticity are very different. This is documented by studies of concrete (e.g., Bažant and Gettu, 1992; Bažant et al., 1993; Bažant and Planas, 1998; and especially Bažant and Li, 1997; and Li and Bažant, 1997) which show that creep always makes the size effect due to crack growth stronger. In the plot of $\log \sigma_N$ versus $\log($size$)$, a decrease of loading rate causes a shift to the right, toward the LEFM asymptote, which means that the size effect is intensified by creep, contrary to the opinion of Sodhi. The physical reason, clarified by numerical solutions with a rate-dependent cohesive crack model (Li and Bažant, 1997), is that the highest stresses in the fracture process zone get relaxed by creep, which tends to reduce the effective length of the fracture process zone. The shorter the process zone, the higher is the brittleness of response and the stronger is the size effect. It thus transpires that, to take creep into account, it suffices to reduce the value of fracture energy and decrease the effective length of the fracture process zone.

Approximate Analysis of Vertical Penetration

An ice plate floating on water behaves exactly as a plate on Winkler elastic foundation (Fig. 1a), with a foundation modulus equal to the specific weight of water, $\rho$. Failure under a vertical load is known to involve formation of radial bending cracks in a star pattern (shown in a plan view in
These radial cracks do not reach through the full ice thickness before the maximum load is reached (Dempsey et al., 1995; Bažant and Li, 1995; Bažant and Kim, 1998). Rather, they penetrate at maximum load to an average depth of about \(0.8h\) and maximum depth \(0.85h\) where \(h\) is the ice thickness (Fig. 2a). The maximum load is reached when polygonal (circumferential) cracks, needed to complete the failure mechanism, begin to form (dashed lines in Fig. 1a).

Sea ice is not sufficiently confined to behave plastically (this is, for example, confirmed by the absence of yield plateau apparent in the load-deflection diagrams measured for instance by Sodhi, 1998). Sea ice is a brittle material (e.g., Dempsey, 1991; DeFranco and Dempsey, 1992, 1994; DeFranco et al., 1991; Bažant, 1992a,b; Bažant and Li, 1994; Li and Bažant, 1994; Bažant and Kim, 1998), and so the analysis must be based on the rate of energy dissipation at the crack front and the rate of energy release from the ice-water system.

Dimensional analysis, or alternatively a transformation of the partial differential equation for the bending of a plate on Winkler foundation to dimensionless coordinates, shows that the behavior of the plate is fully characterized by the characteristic length

\[
L = \left( \frac{D}{\rho} \right)^{1/4}
\]

where \(D = E h^3 / 12 (1 - \nu^2)\) = cylindrical bending stiffness of the ice plate; \(\nu\) = its Poisson ratio. According to Irwin's relation, the energy release rate is

\[
G = K_I^2 / E' = N^2 g(\alpha) / E' h.
\]

Here \(E' = E / (1 - \nu^2)\) and \(g(\alpha)\) is a dimensionless function:

\[
g(\alpha) = \pi \alpha \left[ 6F_m(\alpha) e / h + F_N(\alpha) \right]^2 \quad (\alpha = \alpha / h)
\]

which is obtained by superposing the expressions for the stress intensity factor \(K_I\) (given in handbooks), characterized by functions \(F_M(\alpha)\) and \(F_N(\alpha)\) for loading by bending moment \(M\) and normal force \(N\); \(\alpha\) = crack depth, \(e = -M/N\) = eccentricity (positive when the compression resultant is above the mid-plane).

To relate \(M\) and \(N\) to vertical load \(P\), let us consider element 12341 of the plate (Fig. 1a and 2e,f,g), limited by a pair of opposite radial cracks and the initiating polygonal cracks (with zero depth at initiation). Since the cracks must form at the location of the maximum radial bending moment, the vertical shear force on the planes of these cracks is zero. The distance \(R\) of the polygonal cracks from the vertical load \(P\) may be expected to be proportional to the characteristic length \(L\), and so we may set \(R = \mu_R L\) where \(\mu_R\) is assumed to be a dimensionless constant (Irwin's characteristic length of fracture is expected to have no effect because the initiation of polygonal cracks is governed by a strength criterion).
Fig. 2. Analysis of vertical penetration fracture: (a) Crack profile and (b-h) forces acting on element 123401.
In each narrow radial sector, the resultant of the water pressure due to deflection \( w \) (Fig. 2b,c) is located at a certain distance \( r_w \) from load \( P \); \( r_w \) must be proportional to \( L \) because its solution must depend on only one parameter, \( L \). Integration over the area of element 12341, taken as a semi-circle of radius \( r_w \), yields the vertical resultant of water pressure acting on the whole element 12341. Again, the distance of this resultant (whose magnitude is \( P/2 \)) from load \( P \) must be proportional to \( L \), i.e., may be written as

\[
R_w = \mu_w L
\]

where the factor \( \mu_w \) is dimensionless and is assumed to be a constant (which is justified when crack tip plasticity is negligible).

For simplicity, we assume \( N \) and \( M \) along the radial as well as polygonal cracks to be uniform. The condition of equilibrium of horizontal forces acting on element 12341 in the direction normal to a radial crack then requires \( N \) on the planes of the polygonal cracks to be equal to the \( N \) acting in the radial crack planes (this becomes clear upon noting that the loading by \( N \) along the entire circumference of element 12341 is in equilibrium with a two-dimensional hydrostatic stress in the horizontal plane).

The axial vectors of the moments \( M_e \) acting on the polygonal sides are shown in Fig. 2e,g by double arrows. Summing the projections of these axial vectors from all the polygonal sides of the element, one finds that their moment resultant with axis in the direction 14 is \( 2R M_e \), regardless of the number \( n \) of radial cracks. So, upon setting \( R = \mu_k L \), the condition of equilibrium of the radial cracks with the moments about axis 14 (Fig. 2b,c,e,g) located at mid-thickness of the cross section may be written as:

\[
2(\mu_k L)M + 2(\mu_k L)M_e - \frac{1}{2}P(\mu_w L) = 0
\]

Consider now the initiation of the polygonal cracks. It occurs when the normal stress \( \sigma \) reaches the tensile strength \( f'_t \) of the ice. A layer of distributed microcracking, of some effective constant thickness \( D_b \) that is a material property, will have to form at the top ice before the polygonal crack could (cf. Bažant and Li, 1996, for concrete). The polygonal cracks may be assumed to initiate when the average stress in layer \( D_b \) reaches the tensile strength \( f'_t \), and since the average stress is roughly the elastically calculated stress for the middle of layer \( D_b \), the criterion of bending crack initiation may simply be written as:

\[
\sigma_b + N/h = f'_t
\]

where

\[
\sigma_b = \left(12M_e/h^3\right)(h - D_b)/2 = \left(6M_e/h^2\right)(1 - D_b/h)
\]

This criterion, however, can be correct only when \( h \) is sufficiently larger than \( D_b \), i.e., asymptotically for \( h/D_b \to \infty \). The case \( h < D_b \) is physically meaningless. For \( h = D_b \), \( M \) can be
reasonably approximated as the plastic bending moment, which may be approximately taken as
1.5\times larger than the elastic bending moment for the same material strength. This condition is
satisfied by replacing the aforementioned initiation criterion with:

\[
\frac{6M_c}{h^2q(\xi)} + \frac{N}{h} = f', \quad q(\xi) = \frac{2 + \xi}{1 + \xi}, \quad \xi = \frac{h}{D_b}
\]  

(11)

This replacement is justified by noting the large-size asymptotic expansion

\[
1/q(\xi) = \left(1 + D_b/h\right) / \left(1 + 2D_b/h\right) = \left(1 + D_b/h\right) \left(1 - 2D_b/h + \cdot /h^2 + \ldots\right) = 1 - D_b/h + \cdot /h^2 + \cdot /h^3 + \ldots
\]

(12)

and realizing that factor \(1/q(\xi)\) and the original factor \((1 - D_b/h)\) are both valid only up to the first
two terms of the asymptotic expansion in powers of \(1/h\), which are common to both (cf. Bažant
and Chen, 1997). The approximation by function \(q(\xi)\) achieves the asymptotic matching of the
size effects at very large and very small sizes.

Now substitute

\[M = -Ne = N\mu_c h\]

(13)

into Eq. (8) \((N\) is negative when compressive); \(\mu_c = e/h = \) constant < 0.5 (according to the
numerical results of Bažant and Kim (1998), \(\mu_c \approx 0.45\), since the average crack depth \(a\) at
maximum load is about 0.8 \(h\)). Then \(M_c\) may be expressed from Eq. (8) and substituted into Eq.
(11). Furthermore, one must take into account the condition of vertical propagation of the radial
bending cracks, which may be written as \(G = G_f\) where \(G_f\) is the fracture energy of ice. Thus, the
critical value of normal force (compressive, with eccentricity \(e\)) may be written as

\[N = -\sqrt{E'G_f h / g(\alpha)}
\]

(14)

Algebraic rearrangements eventually lead to the following equation:

\[
\sigma_N = \frac{2\mu_c}{3\mu_w} \left[6\mu_c + q(\xi) \right] \sqrt{\frac{E'G_f}{h\bar{g}(\alpha)}} + f'q(\xi)
\]

(15)

To decide the value of \(\alpha\), note that a finite fracture process zone (FPZ) of a certain characteristic
depth \(2c_f\) which is a material property must exist at the tip of vertically propagating radial crack
in ice. This zone was modeled in the numerical simulations of Bažant and Kim (1998) as a
yielding zone. The tip of the equivalent LEFM crack lies approximately in the middle of the
FPZ, i.e., at a distance \(c_f\) from the actual crack tip, whose location is denoted as \(a_\theta\). In structures
of different sizes, the locations of the actual crack tip are usually geometrically similar, i.e., the
value of $a_0 = a_0/h$ may be assumed to be constant when ice plates of different thicknesses $h$ are compared (Bažant and Planas, 1998). Thus, denoting $g'(a_0) = dg(a_0)/d\alpha_0$, one may introduce the approximation

$$g(\alpha) = g(\alpha_0) + g'(\alpha_0)\left(\frac{c_f}{D}\right)$$

(16)

Substituting this into Eq. (15) and rearranging, one gets for the size effect the formula:

$$\sigma_N = \frac{4\mu_k}{\mu_w} \left[ \mu_0 \frac{q(\xi)}{6} \right] \sqrt{\frac{E'G_f}{h g(\alpha_0) + c_f g'(\alpha_0)}} + \frac{\mu_r}{3\mu_w} q(\xi) f_i'$$

(17)

Consider now the special case in which the size dependence of $q(\xi)$ is neglected, i.e. $q(\xi) = 1$ (this is justified when $\xi = h/D_b$ is large because $q(\xi)$ approaches 1 as $1/h$, which is much faster than the asymptotic trend of Eq. (18), which is $1/\sqrt{h}$). In this special case, Eq. (17) reduces to the classical size effect law with non-zero residual strength $\sigma_r$ (proposed by Bažant, 1987):

$$\sigma_N = \sigma_0 \left(1 + \frac{h}{h_0}\right)^{-1/2} + \sigma_r$$

(18)

Note, however, that $\sigma_r$ appeared to be negligible in Bažant and Kim’s (1998) numerical simulations, and in that case the formula reduces to the size effect law proposed in Bažant (1984). Eq. (17) reduces to this law with $\sigma_r = 0$.

$$\sigma_0 = \frac{4\mu_k}{\mu_w} \sqrt{\frac{E'G_f}{c_f g'(\alpha_0)}}$$

(19)

in which

$\sigma_0 = \frac{4\mu_k}{\mu_w} \sqrt{\frac{E'G_f}{c_f g'(\alpha_0)}}$,

$h_0 = c_f \frac{g'(\alpha_0)}{g(\alpha_0)}$,

$\sigma_r = \frac{\mu_r}{3\mu_w} f_i'$

This formula was shown to agree with the numerical simulations by Bažant and Kim (1998), which in turn were shown not to disagree with the experimental data that exist (Fig. 1h,j).

The size effect could be absent only if the bending moments in the radial cracks as well as polygonal cracks corresponded to the birectangular plastic stress distribution. Denoting the tensile and compressive yield strengths as $f_i$ and $f_c$, and taking the moment equilibrium condition of element 12341 (Fig. 2) about line 14, one can show that the nominal strength would in that case be

$$\sigma_N = \left(\frac{4\mu_k}{\mu_w}\right)\left(f_c^{-1} + f_i^{-1}\right)^{-1}$$

(20)

which exhibits no size effect.
Horizontal Force Exerted on Obstacle by Moving Ice

Another important problem of scaling is the force $P$ that a moving ice plate of thickness $h$ exerts on a fixed structure, idealized as a rigid circular cylinder of diameter $d$. The nominal strength of the structure may in this case be defined as

$$\sigma_n = P / hd.$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

Several mechanisms of break-up are possible.

One is the elastic buckling of the floating plate (e.g., Slepyan, 1990), shown in Fig. 3a. Although the present interest is in fracture, it may be mentioned that the elastic buckling failure exhibits a reverse size effect of the type

Fig. 3. (a) Elastic buckling of an ice plate moving against an obstacle; (b – c) radial cleavage crack of a plate pressing on an obstacle and, on the right, the corresponding size effect when the cohesive zone length is ignored; (d – f) diverging V-cracks.
\[ \sigma_{\text{cr}} = \kappa \left( \frac{d}{h} \right) \sqrt{\rho E'} \sqrt{h} \]  

(BaZant, 2000) where \( \kappa \) is a dimensionless parameter depending on \( \frac{d}{h} \). Thus, only very thin floating plates can fail by buckling.

**Global Failure Due to Cleavage Fracture**

Consider now a long radial cleavage crack in the ice plate, propagating against the direction of ice movement (Fig. 3b,c). The ice exerts on the structure a pair of transverse force resultants \( F \) and a pair of tangential forces \( T \) in the direction of movement; \( T = F \tan \varphi \) where \( \varphi \) = effective friction angle. Considering the ice plate as infinite, we have

\[ K_1 = \left( \frac{F}{h} \right) \sqrt{\frac{2}{\pi a}} \]  

(e.g., Tada et al.'s handbook, 1985). The energy release rate is

\[ G = \frac{1}{h} \left[ \frac{\partial \Pi^*}{\partial a} \right]_F = \frac{1}{h} \frac{d}{da} \left[ \frac{1}{2} C(a) F^2 \right] = \frac{F^2}{2h} \frac{dC(a)}{da} \]  

where \( a \) = crack length (Fig. 3b,c) and \( C(a) \) = load-point compliance of forces \( F \). Using Irwin's relation, we have

\[ G = K_1^2 / E = 2F^2 / \pi Eh^2a \]  

Equating this to Eq. (24), we thus get

\[ dC(a) / da = 4 / \pi Eh \]  

This expression may now be integrated from \( a = d / 2 \) (surface of structure, Fig. 3b,c) to \( a \). Thus one gets \( C(a) \), and from it the opening deflection

\[ \delta = C(a) F = \left( 4F / \pi Eh \right) \ln \left( 2a / d \right).\]  

Now note that there is likely to be at least some amount of local ice crushing at the structure, and so the relative displacement between the two flanks of the crack must be less than \( d \). Setting \( \delta = \chi d (\xi < 1) \), we obtain from the foregoing expression for \( \delta \) the relation

\[ a = \frac{1}{2} d \exp \left( \pi Eh \chi d / 4F \right) \]
(note that \(a/d\) is not constant but increases with \(d\); hence, the fracture modes are not geometrically similar, and so the LEFM power scaling cannot be expected to apply). Now we substitute this into

\[
K_f = \left(\frac{F}{h}\right)\sqrt{\frac{2\pi}{a}}
\]

(29)

set

\[
K_f = K_c = \sqrt{EG_f}
\]

(30)

where \(K_c\) = fracture toughness of ice, and write

\[
\sigma_nhd = P = 2T = 2(F \tan \varphi)
\]

(31)

where \(\varphi\) = friction angle. After some rearrangements, this yields the size effect relation

\[
\frac{2\sqrt{\pi} F}{h\sqrt{EG_f d}} = \exp \left( \frac{Eh \chi d}{8\pi F} \right)
\]

(32)

The pair of forces \(F\) is related to load \(P\) on the structure \((P = 2T, \text{Fig. 3c})\) by a friction law, which may be written as

\[
P = 2F \tan \varphi
\]

(33)

where \(\varphi\) is the friction angle. Now we may substitute \(F = P / 2 \tan \varphi\) and \(P = \sigma_nhd\) into Eq. (32), and solve the resulting equation

\[
d = \left(\frac{\tan \varphi}{\pi}\right)^2 \frac{EG_f}{\sigma_n^2} \exp \left( \frac{E \chi \tan \varphi}{2\pi \sigma_n} \right)
\]

(34)

or

\[
\frac{d}{d_c} = \left(\frac{\sigma_c}{\sigma_n}\right)^2 e^{\sigma_c/\sigma_n} d / d_c = \tau^{-2} e^{1/\tau}
\]

(35)

in which \(\tau = \sigma_n / \sigma_c\) and \(d_c\) and \(\sigma_c\) are constants defined as

\[
d_c = 4G_f / \pi E \chi^2 , \quad \sigma_c = \frac{1}{2} \pi E \chi \tan \varphi.
\]

(36)
(note that $a/d$ is not constant but increases with $d$; hence, the fracture modes are not geometrically similar, and so the LEFM power scaling cannot be expected to apply). Now we substitute this into

$$K_f = \left(\frac{F}{h}\right)\sqrt{\frac{2\pi}{a}} \quad (29)$$

set

$$K_f = K_c = \sqrt{EG_f} \quad (30)$$

where $K_c = $ fracture toughness of ice, and write

$$\sigma_Nhd = P = 2T = 2(F\tan \varphi) \quad (31)$$

where $\varphi = $ friction angle. After some rearrangements, this yields the size effect relation

$$\frac{2\sqrt{\pi} F}{h\sqrt{EG_f d}} = \exp\left(\frac{Eh\chi d}{8\pi F}\right) \quad (32)$$

The pair of forces $F$ is related to load $P$ on the structure ($P = 2T$, Fig. 3c) by a friction law, which may be written as

$$P = 2F \tan \varphi \quad (33)$$

where $\varphi$ is the friction angle. Now we may substitute $F = P / 2 \tan \varphi$ and $P = \sigma_Nhd$ into Eq. (32), and solve the resulting equation

$$d = \left(\frac{\tan \varphi}{\pi}\right)^2 \frac{EG_f}{\sigma_N^2} \exp\left(\frac{E \chi \tan \varphi}{2\pi \sigma_N}\right) \quad (34)$$

or

$$\frac{d}{d_c} = \left(\frac{\sigma_c}{\sigma_N}\right)^2 e^{\sigma_c/\sigma_N d / d_c} = \tau^{-2} e^{1/\tau} \quad (35)$$

in which $\tau = \sigma_N / \sigma_c$ and $d_c$ and $\sigma_c$ are constants defined as

$$d_c = \frac{4G_f}{\pi E \chi^2}, \quad \sigma_c = \frac{1}{2} \pi E \chi \tan \varphi. \quad (36)$$
Eq. (34), plotted in Fig. 3 (right), represents the law of radial cleavage size effect in an inverted form. Note that, for $d \not= d_c$, $\sigma_N = \sqrt{d_c/d}$, which is the LEFM scaling for similar cracks.

So far, the length $2c_C$ of the cohesive zone of the radial cleavage crack was considered negligible compared to $a$. If this is not so, then the log-log size effect plot (dashed curve) is found to start from the left with a horizontal asymptote and then gradually approach the curve in Fig. 3 (right) (see the formula in Bajant, 2001).

\[
\text{for } d \not= d_c : \quad \sigma_N = \sqrt{d_c/d}; \quad (37)
\]

To figure out the asymptotic size effects, we may rewrite Eq. (34) as $\ln(d/d_c) = 2 \ln(1/\tau) + 2/\tau$. In this sum, the first term dominates when $\tau$ is very large (and $d$ very small), while the second term dominates when $\tau$ is very small (and $d$ very large). This rigorously follows (with the notation $\xi = 1/\tau$) from the limits:

\[
\lim_{\xi \to 0} \frac{2 \ln \xi + \xi}{2 \ln \xi} = 1, \quad \lim_{\xi \to \infty} \frac{2 \ln \xi + \xi}{\xi} = 1 \quad (38)
\]

Thus the following asymptotic behaviors transpire:

\[
\text{for } d \not= d_c : \quad \sigma_N = \sqrt{d_c/d}; \quad \text{for } d = d_c : \quad \sigma_N = 1/\ln(d/d_c) \quad (39)
\]

At intermediate sizes, there is a smooth transition between these two simple scaling laws. As seen in Fig. 3 (right), the size effect is getting progressively weaker with increasing $d$ (although no horizontal asymptote is approached). The reason is that the cracks are dissimilar, i.e., the ratio $a/d$ increases with $d$.

**Comments on Diverging V-Shaped Cracks**

Another observed mechanism (e.g., Sanderson, 1988, ch. 7) consists of diverging V-shaped cracks; Fig. 3d,e. To estimate in a crude manner the complementary energy $\Pi'$, we may consider only the stresses within the wedge between the cracks (Fig. 3f). From a well-known solution (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1970),

\[
\sigma_r = -P k_\theta \cos \varphi / rh, \sigma_\varphi = \sigma_{\varphi r} = 0 \quad (40)
\]

where $\sigma_r$, $\sigma_\varphi$ and $\sigma_{\varphi r}$ are the stress components in polar coordinates $r$, $\varphi$ and

\[
k_\theta = 1/(\theta + \frac{1}{2} \sin 2\theta), \quad (41)
\]

$\theta$ being the inclination angle of the cracks (Fig. 3e). The displacement at $r = d/2$ (structure surface) is
\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_{\text{N}} &= \frac{P}{hd} = \frac{2}{d} \sqrt{\frac{EG_f}{\pi^{-1} - k_g}} \sqrt{a} \tag{47}
\end{align*}
\]

To determine crack length \( a \) and angle \( \theta \), one could use two conditions: (a) the opening displacement at the crack mouth, \( \delta \), must be equal to \( \chi d/(2 \cos \theta) \), which means that the load-point displacement of force \( P \) must be

\[
u = \left( \chi d / 2 \right) \tan \theta \tag{48}
\]

and (b) \( P \) should be minimized with respect to \( \theta \). However, the solution is quite complicated and will not be pursued here. Besides, there is also the question of a possible simultaneous axial (radial) cleavage crack, and the question of simultaneous ice crushing. Unlike the radial cleavage fracture, the V-shaped crack mechanism cannot accommodate continuous movement of the ice and can occur only from time to time.

A further possible break-up mechanism is the compression fracture of the ice plate in contact with the obstacle. This mechanism also leads to a pronounced size effect. A simplified formula for it was derived in Bažant and Xiang (1997) and Bažant (2000) (also Bažant, 2001, 2002).

Finally, the ice floe can fracture globally, upon impact. It can be approximately treated as a deep beam loaded by distributed forces representing the inertia forces, and by a concentrated reaction from the obstacle. This type of fracture of quasibrittle materials has been treated in various
works, and a strong size effect due to energy release has been shown to exist (for a review, see Bažant and Chen, 1997; Bažant, 1999, 2001, 2002).

Closing Remarks

The present fracture analysis, of course, does not mean that the classical strength theory (based either on plastic limit analysis or elastic analysis with allowable stress) is rendered useless. The classical theory, which exhibits no size effect, remains to be useful in two ways: (1) for analyzing small enough ice structures, for example, vertical penetration of sea ice plates less than about 50 cm thick; and (2) for providing a small-size asymptotic anchor to the size effect solution according to the cohesive crack model (or crack band model).
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